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About This Game

Yatzy is the popular dice game played in a variety of ways all over the world. This baKno version of the game was developed
with a physics engine so the dice roll out of a cup and bounce on the table with realistic forces of nature. The object of Yatzy is

to score the most points by rolling five dice to compile various required dice combinations. Your score is easily recorded by
clicking on the appropriate cell on the scorecard corresponding to the selected dice combination. The game includes five

versions of Yatzy plus a variety of settings that allow you to customize your own version of the game. You can play Yatzy with
up to six players, or you can play against as many as five computer opponents.
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Title: Yatzy
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 31 May, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Multiplayer mayhem with airplanes. Play soccer, deathmatch, team deathmatch, base destruction and more. Nice 2D art
graphics that compliment the not so serious yet somewhat serious overtone of the game. This game just became free to play not
too long ago. Great fun with decent casual physics which makes flying and killing that much more skillful. I had lots of fun
when I played this and highly recommend it.. This wasn't my favorite Nancy Drew game but I still loved it!. First game review
I've ever written on steam:

I reccomend this game. For 50 cents, it is a nice game. The UI isn't great, but for 50 cents I'm impressed if it doesn't crash!

A pros vs cons list doesn't seem to fit, but here are some perks.

- Cheap
- Simple to learn
- Decent little story line, similar to Star Trek Voyager
- Customizable ship
- Simple, yet broad tech tree

All in all, much more value than I was expecting for 50 cents.. Blood. Everywhere.

It's perfect!

My first look:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=JvLcL73ng60. Additional civilizations, voiced-acted campaigns about real historical
events, defiantly worth a buy.. Travel through time, in real time, with your trusty stopwatch. Get this game
-DoItAll on Youtube. Rather mixed feelings about this game,WarBirds Dawn of Aces World war 1 Air Combat.The aircraft and
Zeps look extremely good, as does the sky.Conversely the ground does not,it looks old and even with a fair to reasonable rig
looks poorly done..The game automatic picked up 3 features on my Sidewinder Precision 2 joystick yet steadfastly refused to
acknowledge or responed to the other 8 buttons.The learning to "fly " or play the game is very strange as you are learning in a
P51 or a Me 109. With HUD's .. WTF? And you don't start as aspiring pilot Lt.Flyboy,Flying Corp, no way..you try and become
eligible for the Richthofen(what ever that consists of) part of the game by doing missions.It's an odd set up you are a gunner
,then a Brit pilot next a french homme de l'air but it is rather good fun even with a certainly not helpful joystick set up..
.Dogfighting is good, AA and gunfire seems about right and the sound track and music is OK.Settings from arcade to sim,no
bugs or crashes just a bit strange over all .. ..It's not a patch on IL2 Sturmovik 1946 but it's not bad fun all the same.....
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It's okay for what it is, I just expected something more.

There's only 2 maps. And "only" about 35 kinds of fireworks.
- You cannot costumize the fireworks (like color). There is, though, different colored versions of the boxes, but still, it's quite
limiting in my opinion
- Some of the fireworks are only available to fire off at a degree, which can be cool to do, but I just think it's sad you can't get
them in both vertical and angled versions. One again, it's limiting what you can do.
* I DO REALIZE YOU CAN COSTUMIZE THE FIREWORKS BUT SINCE THE UI IS SUCH A PAIN TO WORK WITH I
DIDN'T EVEN WANT TO TRY THAT OUT *

As stated above, the UI is very annoying.
The most annoying thing is, in my opinion, though, that the camera-movement and angles you can achieve when you are in the
"set-fireworks-mode" is not free enough to get a good grasp of your working area. You can't scroll out enough, you can't turn
around enough, you can't fly around fast enough... It's just... Annoying.

As someone else mentioned, it just gets stale fast.
But yeah, it's okay for what it is, I just expected something more.. It's still a bit buggy, barely tolerable, but the in-game visuals
make it up for those bugs.. Game seems a waste and the solutions much too contrived and pointless.. Positive:
-Great 2.5D graphic.
-Good story.
-Generate new map everytime.
-My enemies: cockroacher, rat (just kidding).
-Those characters look awesome.
-Soundtrack is okay, not bad.
-Crafting & equipment system is awesome, you can farm items or blueprint everytime for stronger.
-Character Voice is a thing i love this game, it can show you Brand is a very funny and honest guy.
Negative:
-Controller have big issue.
-Game instruction runs very fast and it have no Helping Tips for review previous instructions.. This game is one of the best
Co'op games I have ever played in my gamer life time. Having said that, you should buy this thing and play it just for its pure
awsomeness!
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